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SUMMARY 

Approximately five genes coding for lipid-transfer proteins (LTP) can be detected in Sorghum vulgare by DNA blots 

using a specific genomic probe. Two of these genes have been identified and sequenced. The two genes (ltpl and ltp2) 

code for very similar (91.8% identity) proteins, they are separated by approx. 4 kb of DNA and their open reading 

frames may be read in the same direction. The gene (ltpl) located upstream has an intron placed in the same position 

already described for other ltp in maize and rice. Gene ltp2 has no intron. cDNAs corresponding to ltpl have been 

identified in a 6-day-old plantlet library, but not for ltp2. The results of the comparison between the two sequences 

indicate the presence of a gap between the two genes in their promoter region. LTP seem to be coded for in plants by 

a small family of genes. At least in sorghum, two of its components are tightly clustered in the same genomic region. 

INTRODUCTION 

A number of different functions have been attributed 

to lipid-transfer proteins (LTP). These include the trans- 

port of lipids between membranes (Kader et al., 1984) or 

antibacterial and antifungal activity (Molina et al., 1993). 

The LTP share homology with a large family of proteins 

that includes proteins that are supposed to have either 

storage or protease and amylase inhibitory functions 

(Mundy and Rogers, 1986; Henrissat et al., 1988). Genes 

or cDNAs encoding proteins of the LTP family have been 

cloned due to their properties of being induced in barley 

aleurone during germination (Linnestad et al., 1991) or 
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low temperature (Hughes et a1.,1992), induced by salt in 

tomato (Torres-Schumann et al., 1992), present in the 

medium of carrot somatic embryo cultures (Sterk et al., 

1991) or having a tapetum-specific expression in tobacco 

(Koltunow et al., 1990). In fact it has been shown that 

genes encoding LTP have a high tissue specificity both 

in carrot (Sterk et al., 1991), tobacco (Fleming et al., 

1992) and maize (Sossountzov et al., 1991) where an 

accumulation in the epidermic cell layer of the embryo 

has been observed. 

The fact that different possible functions have been 

proposed for LTP has suggested the possibility that 

different genes code for similar proteins that have 

different functions or expression patterns. It has been pro- 

posed, for instance, that a mechanism of alternative splic- 

ing may exist in the RNA coding for these proteins in 

maize (Arondel et al., 1991). Moreover, the data on the 

genomic structure of LTP indicate that a number of 

different genes code for this protein. Therefore, different 

subfamilies within the LTP-encoding gene family could 

be responsible for the different patterns of expression or 
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functions attributed to these genes. In the present paper 

the evidence of the existence of a genomic structure of 

two genes coding for LTP placed in tandem in the 

sorghum genome is presented. 

EXPERIMENTAL AND DISCUSSION 

(a) Genomic cloning and sequencing 

A genomic library of Sorghum vulgare (Sv) in hEMBL4 

(a gift of Dr. Claude Cretin, Laboratoire de Physiologie 

Vegetale Moleculaire, Orsay, France) was screened with 

a maize cDNA Itp probe (Tchang et al., 1988) using stan- 

dard procedures. A number of positive clones were iso- 

lated. One of the clones showed the presence of two types 

of inserts hybridizing to the probe, indicating the possi- 

bility that the insert had two distinct nt sequences placed 

in tandem. The fragments hybridizing to the probe were 

subcloned and sequenced and the results confirmed this 

hypothesis. Two segments of 1499 bp (corresponding to 

gene ltpl ) and 1800 bp (corresponding to gene ltp2) were 

sequenced. The two genes homologous to maize LTP 

cDNA are separated by 4 kb as calculated by restriction 

mapping (Fig. 1). It appeared that two ORFs coding for 

proteins very similar to maize LTP and very similar 

among themselves were contained in this region. The two 

genes were called ltpl and ltp2. The nt sequences have 
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Fig. 1. Southern blot (1.2% agarose) of SC DNA digested with Xhol 

(lane X), Hind111 (lane H) and EcoRI (lane E) and hybridized with a 

cDNA probe (left) and a HindIII-AxI probe specific for gene kp2. The 

same filter was consecutively hybridized with the two probes. In the 

lower part is a map of the two genes in Sr genomic clones. Gene kpl 

been submitted to EMBL database under accession Nos. 

X71667 and X71668 for Itpl and Irp?. respectively. 

A cDNA library, constructed in hgtl I using 

poly(A)+RNA from 6-day-old Sr* plantlets, was screened 

and six positive clones were obtained and sequenced. The 

six clones were different in length but they had the same 

sequence at their 3’ ends. This sequence was identical to 

that of gene Itpl, except for the presence of an intron in 

the region corresponding to the C-terminal domain of 

the protein. The cDNA sequence has also been submitted 

to EMBL database under accession No. X71669. 

(b) Analysis of the nt sequence 

The nt sequence of the regions hybridizing to the maize 

ltp probe has been obtained and the coding regions can 

easily be recognised by comparison to the already pub- 

lished LTP sequences. The structure of the Itp genes re- 

ported so far in plants is simple. Only a single intron has 

been found in barley (Linnestad et al., 1991) tobacco 

(Fleming et al., 1992) and rice (Vignols et al., 1994) all 

in the same position within the region corresponding to 

the C terminus of the protein. The existence of an intron 

had already been postulated by the presence of an in- 

tervening sequence in maize cDNA clones (Arondel et al., 

1990). When the two genes from Sr are compared be- 

tween themselves and to the cDNA sequence, it appears 

that ltpl has a 114-bp intron in the same place than the 

other plant Itp genes, while Itp? lacks the intron. This is 

the first case where an intron is lacking in a genomic 

sequence of Itp genes. The comparison of sequences of 

genomic and cDNA clones shows that the six cDNAs 

sequenced correspond to ItpI transcripts (result not 

shown). 

The two genes can easily be aligned in the coding 

region with the exception of the intron. The transcribed 

3’-end is very variable and it shows stretches of identity 

intermixed with long fragments having no homology. In 

this region the overall homology is 78.5%. The 5’ non- 

coding region can also be aligned between the two genes 

(Fig. 2). In the sequence immediately upstream from the 

ATG it appears that the transcribed leader regions have 

a low degree of similarity but the identity of the sequences 

increases when the putative transcription initiation site 

is reached. Upstream from this point the similarity is very 

high except for a large gap between the two sequences 

that corresponds to the fragment between - 184 and 

- 457 of ltpl. This region is flanked by a number of small 

repeated sequences (underlined in Fig. 2) and it is highly 

rich in thymidine. This insertion is approximately palin- 

dromic and thus it shears some of the features of the 

tour& elements described in maize (Bureau and Wessler, 

1992) although there is no significant sequence similarity 

between this element and the St) seauence here described. A is located upstream (left in the figure) from Itp?. 
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GTATT---ATCT---GTATCTATCTG-aTCCTOCTCCl~lC~~CC~C~CClCClGCC~GCTCllMCll~C~l~~-~l~ffiT TCATGTTGCAA 
: :: : :: :: : : 

---CATATACG-- 

~C~~AATCTGTCATCA~CAACCCMIUATU 
::::::: ::: ::: : : :::: 

UAOCUGCTGCCTATTTMGCACCCAUCTCUTCTUCTCT~CTCTCCT~C~GCTAG~CTTGCT~CTT~TTC~CTAG 
::::::::::::::::: ::: ::::: :: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :: :: :: 

CMGC---CTGCCTATTTMGGAGCMCATTCUTTCUATETCCTeACUCTTGCT~CT--UCTGCATCCUAA 

-67 

-58 

Fig 2. Comparison of 

TACA~GCTAGUGTCTCCTC~TCCUCTCTCTCATG Svl 
: :: :: ::: : : ::: . . . . . . . 

GCTATCAGTClCCTACWGWT~G~~TATA---IC*CIGCI M 

the genomic sequences of the 5’ region upstream from the ATG start codon of genes Itpl and Itp2. The small repetitive 

sequences located at the two ends 01 the gap extstmg between the two genes are underlined. A number palindromic sequences conserved between the 

two genes are boxed. Dashed lines indicate the gaps necessary to align the sequences and colons show identical nt. 

Further upstream, a region with high similarity between 
the two genes is also observed. It is interesting to note 
that in this 5’ region it is possible to observe the existence 
of a number of conserved sequences that are formed by 
palindromic sequences (boxed in Fig. 2). In summary, 
gene ltp2 has some of the features of Itpl, in particular 
in the promoter indicating that it is probably not a pseu- 
dogene although no cDNA has been found in the plantlet 
cDNA library and it lacks the intron. 

(c) The aa sequence 

The proteins encoded by the two ltp genes identified 
in Sv show a high degree of identity. Their sequences are 
shown on Fig. 3 aligned with the LTP polypeptides from 
maize (Tchang et al., 1988) barley (Molina et al., 1993), 
rice (Vignols et al., 1994), spinach (Bouillon et al., 1987), 
tomato (Torres-Schumann et al., 1992) and wheat 
(Dieryck et al., 1992). Only the sequences of the mature 
proteins have been shown. In fact, the main difference 

8”1 nrScGQ”SSAIALcLSYnRaQGFnPS-AG~CSGVRSLNS~RTTAoR 

8”Z AVTCGOVSSAIGPCLSYARGOGSGPS-AGCCSGVRSLNSRCNCLKN 

ma AISCGQVASAIAPCISYARGQGSGPS-AGCCSGVRSLNNMR~ADRRAACNCLK 

mu AITCGQVSSALGPCAAYAKGSGTSPS-AGCCSGVKRLAGLRS~ADK~A~CRCLKS 

08a AISCGQVNSAVSPCLSYARG-GAAPSAA-CCSGVRSINSA~N~LKN 

801 GITCGMVSSKLAPCIGYLKG-G--PLGGGCCGGIKALNAAAATTPDRKTACNCLKS 

LOS ALTCGQVTAGLAPCLPYLQGRG--PL-GGCCGGVKNLLGSAK~ADRKTACTCLKS 

TdU ~DCGHVDSLVRPCLSYVQG-GPGPS-GQCCDGVKNLHNQARSQSDRQSACNCLKG 

8Vl AAR~ISGLAAGNAiSIPSKCGVS~PYTISTSTDhWS 93 
B”2 AARGIRGLNVGKAASIPSKCGVSIPYTISTSTDCSRVS 93 
ama AAAGVSGLNAGNAASIPSKCGVSIPYTISTSTDCSRVN 93 

Hvu VAGAYNA---GRAAGIPSRCGVSVPYTISASVOCSKIH 90 
08a VAGSISGLNAGNAASIPSKCAVSIPYTISPSMOCSSVN 92 

601 AANAIKGINYGKAAGLPGMCGVHIPYAISPSTNCNAVH 
LOB AANAIKGIDLNKAAGIPSVCKVNIPYKISPSTDCSTVQ 
TQU IARGIHNLNEDNARSIPPKCGVNLPYTISLNIDCSRV 
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Fig. 3. Alignment of the aa sequences deduced from the Su 2tpl and 

ltp2 sequences with a number of other LTP aa sequences. The full 

mature SD LTP (Svl and Sv2) sequences (excluding the putative signal 

peptide) are compared to the maize (Zma), barley (Hvu), rice (Osa), 

spinach (Sol), tomato (Les) and wheat (Tdu) LTP. The total number 

of aa residues is indicated for each sequence. The conserved aa are 

shown in the bottom lines. 

between the two sorghum sequences is that the signal 
peptide of the protein encoded by gene ltp2 is 3-aa longer 
than the one encoded by gene ltpl. 

In Fig. 3 the two aa sequences are compared with the 
sequences of LTP from other species both cereals and 
dicots. At least 31 sequences from 16 different species 
have been published for LTP (Vignols, 1993). The se- 
quences in the alignment presented have been chosen in 
order to emphasize the high similarity existing between 
some of the sequences of related species (such as So, 
maize, barley and rice), between LTP of unrelated species 
(such as spinach and tomato) and the relatively low sim- 
ilarity between different LTP sequences of related species 
(such as Sv and wheat). The sequences have been ordered 
in the figure in relation to the proximity to the Sv LTPl. 
Comparison between Sv LTPl and tomato or spinach 
LTP give a percentage of matching that is in general 
lower than that between LTP from cereals. However, the 
lowest similarity of the sequences presented is between 
Sv LTPl and the wheat LTP. This result is in agreement 
with the existence of distinct subfamilies of LTP in the 
different species. 

(d) DNA blot analysis of lip genes in So 

The number of genes coding for a given mRNA can 
be estimated by DNA blot analysis. This is shown on 
Fig. 1 together with the structure of the So Itp genes found 
by genomic cloning and sequencing. The filters were hy- 
bridized with a probe corresponding to the Sv cDNA and 
with a 3’ ltp2 probe. It appears that around five genes 
could be approximately counted, while some of the bands 
disappear when using a short gene-specific probe. 

(e) Conclusions 

LTP are encoded in Sv plants by approx. 5 genes that 
code for relatively similar proteins. At least two of these 
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genes are placed in the same genomic region. In barley. 

two of the distinct cDNAs described are present in chro- 

mosome 3H as results from the analysis of wheat-barley 

addition lines (Molina and Garcia-Olmedo, 1993 ). In our 

case we demonstrate that in Sr two If/l genes are forming 

a tandem within 5 kb. Gene lrpl is probably the most 

highly expressed Itp gene in SC plantlets because homolo- 

gous cDNAs are the only ones that have been found in 

the cDNA library. It contains an intron as it is the case 

for the majority of IQ genes in plants, located in the same 

position in relation to the protein sequence. The intron 

in Sr is very short (114 bp) as it is the case in the other 

published cereal Itp genes. Instead. the tobacco Itp gene 

(Fleming et al., 1992) contains a 920-bp long intron. Gene 

ltp2 does not contain any intron and it lacks a long nt 

stretch in the promoter region that may belong to a 

family of palindromic sequences similar to the IOL&~ re- 

peated element described in maize (Bureau and Wessler, 

1992). However in the 5’ region a number of boxes are 

well conserved indicating that the essential elements 

needed for directing its expression may be present in the 

gene. It is possible that the gene is expressed in organs 

of the plant or in physiological situations not studied by 

now. Sr LTP protein sequences are clearly homologous 

with the maize, rice and barley proteins. They show a 

lower but still very high similarity to the tomato or spin- 

ach proteins reported. Interestingly, one of the wheat se- 

quences published is less similar to the Sr sequences than 

the dicot sequences. It appears that the tandem of genes 

found in Sr forms a small subfamily of genes that may 

be as high as five or six members according to the 

Southern blot results. Other genes less similar to the Itp 

genes described here may still exist in the Sr genome. The 

complex structure of this family of genes may explain the 

different functions and patterns of expression attributed 

to Itp and their products. 
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